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1. Introduction and summary of results 
Consider the regression model 
y=g(x)+€ 
where x is a !Rd-valued random vector with distribution function H, € is independent of x and has 
expectation zero and finite variance, and g is a member of a class § of regression functions on !Rd. 
Boldface symbols will represent random quantities. For an estimator of the unknown g to be statisti-
cally meaningful, it should at least be consistent in some sense. In the least squares context, the most 
natural requirement is L 2-consistency. In this paper we show that the essential condition for strong 
L 2-consistency of the least squares estimator is an entropy condition on a rescaled and truncated ver-
sion of §. In Section 2 we present some results from empirical process theory needed to prove this. 
Section 3 deals with a few examples, such as (non)linear regression and isotonic regression. Some 
nonparametric regression estimators can also be considered as least squares estimators, or 
modifications thereof (for instance penalized least squares). To check consistency in the examples, it 
must be shown that the particular § in question satisfies the entropy condition. This is postponed to 
the Appendix. In the remainder of this section we shall motivate our approach and present the main 
theorem. 
Let L 2(Rd,H) be the Hilbert-srace of measurable H- square integrable functions on Rd. Writing K 
for the distribution of €, let L (RdXR,HXK) be the Hilbert-space of measurable HXK-square 
integrable functions on Rd X R with norm II. II. Denote by x and € the first and second coordinate pro-
jections into Rd and IR respectivell and write g =g(x), g0 =g0 (x), y =g0 +£, where we assume that 
g0, the true state of nature, is in L (Rd,H). We have, for g H-square integrable, 
llgll2 = J g(x)2dH(x). 
and 
l[y-g(x)ll2 = IE(y-g(x))2 = 11€112 + llg-goll2 , 
since x and € are independent. 
Let (x1>t:1),(x2 ,t:2), ••• be independent copies of (x,t:) with Yk =g0(xk)+t:k. Let Pn denote the 
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empirical distribution function based on (XJ.E1), •.. ,(xn,En) and let Hn be the marginal distribution 
function generated by XJ. ... ,Xn· We write 11.lln for the corresponding random L 2(1RdXIR,Pn)-norm, 
thus 
1 n llgll~ = - ~ g2(xk), 
n k=I 
1 n l[y-gll~ = - ~ (yk-g(xd)2 = lk-(g-go)ll~. 
nk=l 
The least squares estimator g,, is -not necessarily uniquely- defined by 
l[y-&.lln = inf l[y-glln· 
ge!3 
The estimator g,, is strongly L 2 -consistent if 
11&.-goll ~ 0 almost surely. (1.1) 
Observe that g0 is the essentially unique minimizer of l[y-gll, whereas g,, minimizes the empirical 
counterpart l[y-glln· By the strong law, l[y-glln converges for each fixed gEL2(1Rd,H) to l[y-gll 
almost surely, and if this convergence is uniform, consistency follows. The almost sure convergence, 
uniformly over a class of functions§, is one of the topics of study in empirical process theory (see for 
instance VAPNIK AND CHERVONEN.KIS (1971),and POLLARD (1984)). Since§ is in general uncountable, 
some assumptions are needed to guard against possible measurability difficulties. We shall call a class 
§permissible if 
~~U lllglln -llglll 
is measurable. Then one can formulate the results as follows: for a permissible class§ 
~~U lllglln - llglll ~ O almost surely, (1.2) 
if the envelope condition and the entropy condition are fulfilled. The envelope condition is the assump-
tion that 
/suvlg l 2dH < oo. 
ge1il 
The function 
G=suvlg I 
ge1il 
is called the envelope of §. 
(1.3) 
The entropy condition is related to the usual compactness assumption. For o>O, let §8 be a 
o-covering set of § equipped with L 2(1Rd ,Hn)- norm, i.e. §8 is a class of functions such that for all 
g E § there exists a gs E §8 such that 
llg-gslln < 0. 
Without loss of generality, we shall always let §8 be a subclass of§. The covering number N 2(o,Hn,§) 
is the number of elements of a minimal covering set. The logarithm of N 2(o,Hn,§) is called the 
o-entropy of§ with respect to the L 2(1Rd,Hn)-metric. Note that N 2(o,Hn,§) depends on the empirical 
measure H;, and is thus a random variable (for convenience we assume that N 2(o,Hn,§) is measurable, 
see G1m AND ZINN (1984) for a justification). With the entropy condition we refer to the assumption 
that the o-entropy does not grow too fast fast with n: 
1 p 
-logN 2(o,Hn,!3) ~ 0 for all o>O. (1.4) 
n 
3 
Our discussion so far is summarized in the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 1.1 Suppose that § is a permissible class with g0 E§, and that (1.3) and (1.4) are fulfilled, 
then in is strongly L 2 -consistent: 
llin-goll -7 0 almost surely. 
The uniform convergence (1.2) is certainly not necessary for consistency and it is clear that condi-
tions (1.3) and (1.4) from empirical process theory will hardly ever be satisfied for a class of regression 
functions §. In particular, the envelope assumption excludes many models. It is to be expected that 
(1.3) can be weakened to uniform square integrability of§ and that we may impose the entropy con-
dition on a class of truncated functions. Yet, then we still have a situation where Ilg II is assumed to be 
bounded, which again is usually not true. 
A way out is to consider the class of scaled functions 
6J= {f= 1 +11gll :gE§}. 
Then llfll-=;; 1 for all f E<?f, and <if is often essentially smaller than §, e.g. if § is a cone. Suppose that 6J 
is uniformly square integrable: 
lim sug ( j2dH = 0, (1.5) 
c~oofE'J If >C 
and consider the class of truncated functions from 6J defined as follows. Let C be a positive number 
and denote 
if)c = 
iff>C 
if If 1-=;;c. 
iff<-C 
Take (<B)c = {(j)c:f E6J}. Note that for each C >0 the envelope condition on (<B)c is certainly fulfilled. 
THEOREM 1.2 Suppose that g0 E§, that 6J is uniformly square integrable and that for each C>O, (<B)c is 
permissible and the entropy condition on (<?J)c is fulfilled, i.e. 
J..logN 2(8,Hn,(<B)c) -7P 0. (1.6) 
n 
Then in is strongly L 2 -consistent. 
2. Technical tools and proof 
For our purposes a slight generalization of results obtained by V APNIK AND CHERVONENKIS 
(1971,1981) and POLLARD (1984) is useful. Vapnik and Chervonenkis' 1971-paper is on uniform con-
vergence of empirical measures over classes of measurable subsets of Rd. They use the entropy of § 
with respect to the L 00 (Rd,Hn)- norm 
sup lg(xk)I, 
l<;;;k<o;;;n 
which makes sense since the indicator functions are in L 00 (Rd, H). Pollard mostly considers entropies 
with respect to the L 1(Rd,Hn)- norm 
· J lgl dHn. 
For further references, see also POLLARD (1982) and DUDLEY (1984). We are working mainly with the 
L 2(Rd,Hn)-metric, although the class of truncated functions introduced in Section 1 is of course a 
subset of L 00 • To clarify the relation between the various metrics we present the following lemma, 
where N8 (8,ffn,§) is the covering number of§ with respect to the L 8 (Rd,Hn)-norm. 
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LEMMA 2.1 Suppose that § is a permissible class, that 
G=sup lg I ELs0 (Rd,H), l~s0 ~oo gE~ 
and that for all o>O 
_!_logN.s (o,H,, §) -»P 0. 
n • , 
Then for all o>O, s ~so, s<oo 
sup I j I g Is d (Hn - H) I ---» 0 almost surely. 
gE~ 
PRooF: For a permissible class § with envelope GEL 1 (Rd ,Hn), 
implies 
1 p 
-logN I (o,Hn>§) ---» 0 for all o>O, 
n 
~~f I j gd(H,, - H)I -» 0 almost surely . 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(see POLLARD(1984)). Thus the lemma is proved if we show that (2.2) implies that for all 
o>O, s~so, s<oo 
1 (JS p 
-logN 1 (o,Hn,l::J ) ---» 0 
n 
where gr = { I g Is :g E §}. But, apart from some constants, a covering set of § equipped with 
L 80 (Rd,Hn)- norm corresponds for all n sufficiently large and alls ~s0 , s<oo, to a covering set of gr 
equipped with L 1(Rd,Hn)-norm. To see this, note that for g,gE§, 
JI lg Is - lglsldHn 
~ sf I 1 g I - I g 11 [ max( I g 1. Ii I )r _, dHn 
~ sf I g-g I [~~f I g I r- 1 dHn 
I s-1 
~ S [J lg-glsdHn]~. [J G8 dHn ]-s 
by Holder's inequality, and in view of (2.1) 
s-1 s-1 [f 1 G lsdHn ]-s ~ 2. [JIG lsdH]-s . 
almost surely, for all n sufficiently large. 0 
It follows from VAPNIK AND CHERVONENKIS (1981) and GINE AND ZINN (1984) that modulo measura-
bility, the conditions of Lemma 2.1 are necessary as well as sufficient. Moreover, for s 0 <oo, they 
imply that N80 (0,H,,,§) is bounded with large probability, i.e. there exists a finite function T(o) such 
that for all o>O 
. IJll(N80 (o,Hn, §) > T(o)) ---» 0. 
Lemma (2.1) is the basic tool for the proof of our main theorem. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2: We shall first construct a covering set of the class 
• (%Jc= { :::;II -[ l +11gli L= g E&l 
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Let f;, j = 1,2, ... ,N 2(8,H,,,(§)c) be a covering set of (§)c, i.e. for each f = g / (1 + llgll)E'?f there exists 
an f; such that 
ll(f)c-fjlln<8 (2.3) 
For a>O, let [a] be the integer part of a, take 
k = [ 8(1 ]llgll) l (2.4) 
and 
hj,k =k8(£+ go)-ij. 
Then for all n sufficiently large, {hj,k: j = 1, ... ,N2(8,Hn,(§)c), k =O, l, ... ,[l / 8]} is a covering set of 
(:J<:)c. To see this, choose f = g / (1 + llgll) and a f; and k as in (2.3) and (2.4), then 
11 { ::::11 - [ 1+1lgll L}- hj,kll, 
"'Ii [I +~lgll k8J(<+go)ll, + II [I +11gll L-fjll, 
<8.11£+golln+8. 
Thus, both the envelope condition and the entropy condition are fulfilled for (:J<:)c, which implies that 
~~~ (l+~gll)2 lll£+go-(g)q1+11g11)ll~ - (11£11 2 +llgo-(g)q1+11g11)112 )1 (2.5) 
= sup lllhll~ - llhll21~0 almost surely, 
he('.Jl1c 
for all C>O. 
Let 11>0 be arbitrary. Then from (2.5) we have that for all n sufficiently large 
IA 2 [11£11
2 + llgo -(g,,)q1+11g,11)112] 
(l+ll&ill) 
1 A 2 
:s;;;; --A--2 lk+go-(&i)q1+11g,1l)lln + 11· (l+ll&ill) 
Take C sufficiently large, such that 
11(£+ go)l1•+go I >cll2 :s;;;; 11· 
Next, taken sufficiently large, such that 
ll(£+go)l1•+g.l>cll~ :s;;;; 211. 
For arbitrary gE§ 
ll£+go-(g)q1+11gll)ll~ 
. -
2 
- 11(£+ go -(g)q1 + llgll»l1•+g. j ,.;;C(J +llgll) lln 
+ ll(£+go -(g)q1+llgll))l1•+g. I >C(t +llgll)ll~. 
Certainly 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
6 
~ ll{£+go-g)l1•+g0 j.;;;C(l+llgll)ll~ 
~ 11£+go-gll~. 
On the set {I £+go I >C{l + llgll)}, we have that {g)q1+11gll)< I £+g0 j, which gives 
11(€+ go -{g)q1+11g11>)l1•+g0 1 >C(t +11gll> II~ 
~ ll2{£+go)l1•+g.l>C(t+llgll)ll~ 
~ 411(£+go)l1•+g.1>cll~. 
Inequalities (2. 7),(2.8),(2.9) and {2.10) show that 
A 2 A 2 lk+go-(~)q1+11i.,11)lln ~ 11£+go-~11n + 811. 
Since g 0 E§ 
11£+go-g,,ll~ ~ 11£11~ ~ 11£112 + 11 
almost surely, for all n sufficiently large. Thus, from (2.6),(2.11) and (2.12) 
IA 2 [11£11
2
+llgo-(g,,)q1+11i..11>ll2) 
(I +11~11) 
1 II A 2 ~ A 2 £+go-(~)q1+11i,11)lln + 11 (I +11~11) 
~ 1 ll£+go-g,,11~ + 911 
(1+11g,, 11)2 
~ 1 11£112 + l(}q 
(1+11g,, 11)2 
or 
In order to get rid of the truncation in (2.13), we argue as follows. First, note that 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
(I+l~g,,ll)2 llgo-g,,112 (2.14) 
I A 2 1 A 2 
A 2 llgo-(~)q1+11i,1l)ll + llA 112 ll{go-~)l1i..J>C(t+lli..11>ll. (l+ll~ll) (I+ ~ ) 
The first term on the right hand side of (2.14) is at most l(}q by (2.13). To handle the second term, 
take C sufficiently large, such that 
and 
llgolJg.! >cll2 ~11, (2.15) 
A 2 ll(~)l1g, I >C(l +Iii.II) II 
(1+11g,,11)2 
C2 lll1g, I >C(t +11i..11>ll2 
------- ~ 11· 
(1+11g,,11)2 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
The latter two inequalities are possible because of the uniform square integrability condition (1.5). 
Returning to (2.14), we get 
llgo-&,112 ,,.;;; l(}q + (1+1;&,11)2 ll(go-&,)l1&.l>C(l+lli,ll)llgoJ.;;;cll2 
(1+11&,11)2 
+ 
2 A 2 
2 lll1i.l>C(l+lli,ll)ll llg,,11&.l>C(l+lli,ll)ll 
.;;;; l(}q+2C + 2-------
(1+II&,11)2 (1+11&, 11)2 
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in view of (2.15),(2.16) and (2.17). Since T/ was arbitrary we can take 18ri<l. But 
llg0 -&,ll / (1+II&,11)<1 for all n sufficiently large implies that for some constant K <oo 
II&, II .;;;; K almost surely 
for all n sufficiently large. 
This yields 
llgo -&, 112 ,,.;;; 18ri(l + K)2, 
which completes the proof. 0 
Suppose 
suollgll<oo. 
ge!l 
(2.18) 
It is clear that in that case §"is uniformly square integrable if and only if § is uniformly square integr-
able. Moreover, it can be shown that under (2.18), the entropy condition on (~:_)c, C >0, is equivalent 
to the entropy condition on (§)c, C>O. Thus, we arrive at the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 2.1 Suppose § is uniformly square integrable and that (§)c is permissible for all C >0. More-
over, suppose that for all 6>0, C >0 
.!.1ogN2(6,Hn,(§)c) ~P 0, (2.19) 
n 
then g,, is strongly L 2 -consistent. 
In many applications, the class § of regression functions is a cone, i.e. if g E§, also ag E§ for all a>O. 
In that case (2.18) is never fulfilled and the scale transformation is necessary. 
REMARK 1: One can show that the conditions of Theorem 1.2 imply that §" is totally bounded, i.e. 
there exists a finite covering set of §"with respect to the -theoretical- L2(Rd,H)-metric. Also, g,, is in 
a totally bounded subclass of§ almost surely, for all n sufficiently large. 
REMARK 2: We have that (modulo measurability) 
.!.logN 2(6,Hm(§)c) ~P 0 for all 6>0 
n 
if and only if 
.!.logN 00 (6,Hn,(§)c) ~P 0 for all 6>0. 
n 
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This can be concluded from VAPNIK AND CHERVONENKIS (1981), and GINE AND ZINN (1984). They 
show that for a class of uniformly bounded functions, the entropy condition with respect to the 
L 2(Rd,Hn)-norm as well as with respect to the L 00 (Rd,Hn)-norm, are necessary and sufficient for the 
uniform strong law over this class. In most applications, the distibution function H is unknown, and 
the entropy condition is verified by looking at the sup-distance between functions. The above observa-
tion indicates that one.doesn't loose much in doing so. 
So far we did not consider classes of regression functions depending upon n, §n say. Such a situa-
tion arises for instance in spline regression and nearest neighbour regression. In estimation methods 
of this type, one doesn't have a well-described model in mind: in a sense one lets the data themselves 
determine the regression model. Since simple interpolation between the data points is meaningless, a 
certain amount of smoothing is necessary. To avoid oversmoothing, one lets §n grow with n to make 
sure that for n sufficiently large, g0 is in §n (or perhaps close to @n in -for instance- the sup-norm). 
However, to arrive at consistency results, the entropy of the §n -or of the truncated 
<Jf,, = {g / (1 + llgll): g E@n} - should again not grow too fast. 
If @n is a permissible sequence of classes satisfying the entropy condition, and if moreover for some 
constant K < oo 
Jns~~. ;~f. lg j 2dH < K 
for some n0 sufficiently large, then this implies 
;~r.lllglln - llglll ~p 0. 
This can be deduced from POLLARD (1984). Note that the convergence is now in probability (almost 
sure results can only be obtained if the entropy remains small). Reasoning along the same lines as in 
the proof of Theorem 1.2, we obtain the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 2.2 Suppose that go E§n for all n sufficiently large and that for all C >0 { (Cff>c} is permissi-
ble. Furthermore, suppose that for all 8>0, C >0 
_!_logN2(8,Hn,(<Jf,,)c) ~P 0 (2.19) n 
and that for some no sufficiently large 
u <Jf,, 
n;;;.n0 
is uniformly square integrable. Then 
lli'n-goll ~P 0. 
3. Some applications 
In this section we shall concentrate on conditions for the entropy condition on (<ff>cto hold. The tech-
nique to prove the lemmas is construction of a covering set and some combinatorics to count the 
number of elements. The proofs are in the Appendix. We shall assume throughout that the proper 
measurability conditions are fulfilled. 
An important special class of functions, that appears in several applications, is the collection of 
indicator functions of so-called VC-classes of sets ( VAPNIK AND CHERVONENKIS (1971)). Let ~be a 
class of measurable subsets of Rd. Identify sets A with their indicators IA. We write 
N 00 (8,Hn,ce)=N 00 (Hn,ce), because the sup-distance between sets is either zero or one and therefore, 
for 8< I the covering number does not depend on 8. One calls~ a VC-class if for any collection Sn of 
n points, 
· 
N 00 (Qs.,ce) = <9(nr) 
9 
for some r ;;;;.o, where Qs. is the empirical distribution function based on Sn. For instance, let <:t be the 
class of half-spaces {x:Ox=01x 1 + ... +0dxd;;a.l} in Rd, then it is easy to see (take all hyperplanes 
through d points from Sn) that 
N 00 (Qs. ,et) = l9(nd). 
The graph of a function f is defined as the set 
{(x,t): O=s;;;t =s;;;f (x) or f (x)=s;;;t :s;;;O}. 
A class of functions qf is called a VC-graph class if the graphs of functions in qf form a VC-class. 
Application of a result of POLLARD (1984) yields that for qf a VC-graph class, and Q a probability 
measure on Rd, there exists constants A and r, not depending on Q, such that for all C >0 
N 2(8,Q,(<ff)c)..;; Acr8-r, 0<8<1. 
COROLLARY 3.1 Ijqf = {g / (1 + llgll): gE@} is a uniformly square integrable VC-graph class, then i,, is 
strongly L 2 -consistent. 
Examples of VC-graph classes will be given below. 
3.1. Nonlinear regression 
If the functions in@ form a (subset of a) finite-dimensional vector space, then both§ and qf are VC-
graph classes (see POLLARD (1984), DUDLEY (1984)). This is a consequence of the fact that the collec-
tion of half-spaces is a VC-class. Here is one more example where the regression functions form a 
VC-graph class. 
ExAMPLE: A model considered in BARD (1974) is 
y = exp(-01X1 e-8,x')+t:, 0;"~0, X;;;;.O, i = 1,2. 
The graphs are of the form 
{(x1>X2,t): O=s;;;t :s;;;exp(-01x1e - 8,x'), O;;;a.O, x;;;a.O, i = 1,2} 
= {(x1>x2,t): loglog..!.;;;.1og01 + logx 1 -02x 2 , O;;;a.O, x;;;a.O, i = 1,2}. t 
EXAMPLE: The p-compartment model 
y = f a;eA.x + t:, a; ;;;.o, 'A; ;;;.o, i = 1, ... ,p, x;;a.O. 
i=l 
If p = 1, the class of regression functions§ forms a VC-graph class, so then we have for some A and r 
N 2(8,Hm(§)c)..;; Acr8-r, 0<8<1. 
This yields for the case p ;;;;.1 (apply the triangle inequality) 
N 2(8,Hn,(§)c) ..;; [Acr(; )-r r, 
and since§ is a cone, the same holds for the ('ff)c. 
In general, let§= {g(.,O): 0E0}, with 0 a subset of Euclidian space. If 'jis not a VC-graph class, 
one can h~dle the entropy condition by assuming compactness of the parameter space. 
LEMMA 3.1 Suppose that g(x, 0) is continuous in 0 for H-almost all x, and that 0 is a compact subset of 
Rr. Then for all C >0,8>0 
J..logN 2(8,Hn,(@)c) ~P 0 
n 
10 
as well as 
1 ~ p 
-logN2(u,Hm(c:J)c) ~ 0. 
n 
This means that we have strong L 2-consistency, if also (1.5) holds (if g(x,O) is continuous on RdXE>, 
this in turn implies strong L 00 -consistency on compact subsets of Rd, whenever the parameters are 
identified). A similar result is obtained by JENNRICH (1969): he also assumes continuity in the param-
eter and compactness of E>, but instead of uniform square integrability of~ he imposes the envelope 
condition on§: 
In many situations, there exist a parametrization of the functions fin <?I' such that the parameter space 
is compact and in the case of VC-graph classes the assumption of compactness of E> can be omittei1. 
In all other situations, it is convenient to prove by separate means that the least squares estimator (Jn 
is in a compact set almost surely for all n sufficiently large. 
3.2. Multi-phase regression 
Let 
This is the p-phase regression model in its general form. The regression function is allowed to have 
different analytic forms in different domains of the independent variable. If d = 1, the A (i) are inter-
vals and the g(i> parametric, the model is called segmented regression (broken line regression if the 
g<i) are straight lines), see e.g. QUANDT (1958), HINKLEY (1969,1971) and FEDER (1975). In general, 
subsets of higher-dimensional Euclidian space may be the unknown parameters. 
ExAMPLE: y = min(tP>x,o<2>x)+£, with O'.i>, i = 1,2 vectors in Rd. Note that we cannot apply Lemma 
3.1, since parameter space is not compact. Rewrite the model as 
{
(J(l)x+£ if XEA 
Y = o<2>x+£ if xftA, 
where A is in a class~ of half-spaces in Rd. It is now easy to see that the regression functions form a 
VC-graph class. Lemma 3.2 supplies us with an alternative method to verify the entropy condition for 
this example. 
LEMMA 3.2 Suppose that for i = I, ... ,p 
.!logN 2(8,Hm(§<i>)c) ~P 0 
n 
for all 8>0,C>O, and 
1 r.l") p 
-logN 2(8,Hn,<X'1 ) ~ 0 
n 
for all 8>0, then for all 8>0,C>O 
.!1ogN 2(8,H.i,(§)c) ~P 0. 
n 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
In most multi-phase regression models, the g<i) will satisfy the conditions of Lemma 3.1 -and/ or the 
§(i) will be cones. In that case (3.1) and (3.2) imply that also 
.!logN 2(8,Hn,(c:J)c) ~P 0 
n 
"' 
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for all 8>0, C >0. 
In the next three applications § is always a cone. Thus, to check the entropy condition for the ('?J)c it 
certainly suffices to verify the entropy condition for the (§)c. L 2- consistency then follows if also <Fis 
uniformly square integrable. 
3.3. Monotone functions (isotonic regression) 
LEMMA 3.3.1 Let §={g:R~R, g is increasing}, then for all 8>0, C>O 
l.logN2(8,Hn,(§)c) ~P 0. 
n 
The result can be extended to functions of bounded variation and unimodal functions (combine with 
Lemma 3.2). 
If d > 1 further conditions are in general necessary· to make sure that the entropy condition is 
satisfied. Let § be the set of functions that are increasing with respect to the usual partial ordering on 
Rd. For notational convenience we introduce the concept of lattice superadditivity only for the case 
d=2. Let (a,b) denote the coordinates of xER2, i.e. x =(a,b). A function g:R2~R is called lattice 
superadditive if for all (a1>b1),(a2,b2)ER2, a 1 ~a2 , b 1 ~b2, 
g(a2,b2)-g(a1>b2)-g(a2,bi)+g(ai,b1);;;;,: 0. 
If § is a class of increasing lattice superadditive functions, then (§)c also consists of incre~ing func-
tions, but the (g )c are no longer lattice superadditive. Therefore, we impose the condition that § is 
uniformly bounded. Finally, we assume that the functions are right continuous with left limits, so that 
§is a class of distribution functions of bounded Stieltjes-Lebesgue measures. 
LEMMA 3.3.2 Suppose that the functions in § are lattice superadditive and right continuous with left limits, 
and that § is uniformly bounded, then for all 8>0, C >0 
l.logN 2(8,Hn,!3) ~P 0. 
n 
3.4. Smooth functions 
Let §n consist of functions g having all partial derivatives of order s ~m, m ;;;;.:o. 
LEMMA 3.4.l For xERd, let llxll denote the Eucledian norm of x. Suppose there exists an a~I and 
m+a 
Ln =o(n d ) such that 
lg<m>(x)-g<m>(x)I ~ Lnllx-xll« 
for all x, x, g E§n· Then for all 8>0, C >0 
l.1ogN2(8,Hn,(§n)c) ~P 0. 
n 
If the functions in §n are uniformly bounded and H has compact support, then §n is totally bounded 
with respect to the sup-norm (see KoLMOGOROV AND TIKHOMIROV (1959)). In our situation, §n need 
not be uniformly bounded. The functions in (§n)c no longer have m derivatives, except in the case 
m=O. 
The result of Lemma 3.4.l can be applied in penalized least squares. Let d =I and let the penalized 
least squares estimator in be obtained by minimizing 
l[y -gll~ + "A~J(g), 
where J (g) is the penalty 
J(g) = j(g<m+ 1>(x))2dx, m ;;;;.:o 
12 
(see e.g. WAHBA (1984)).We use Lemma 3.4.l with d=l and a=~ to establish the following. 
LEMMA 3.4.2 Suppose J(go)<oo and nm+~An~oo, then there exists a sequence @n such that ine@n 
almost surely for all n sufficiently large, and such that for all 8>0, C >0 
1 1! p 
-logN 2(u,Hn,(@n)c) ~ 0. 
n 
3.5. Nearest neighbour regression 
We consider the nearest neighbour regression estimator of the form 
p. 
g,, = ~ gg>1A~1 
i=l 
where the gg> are polynomials of fixed degree and Ag>, i = l, ... ,pn forms a random partition of Rd. 
For instance, in the one-dimensional case, one may take the Ag> as the set containing the N=[n /Pn1 
nearest neighbours of some xk. More precisely, let - oo =X(o) <X(i) ,,;;;;;, ... , o;;;;;X(n) be the order statis-
tics and take 
Ag>= (X((i-l)N)>X(iN)], i=l, ... ,pn-1, 
A~·) = (XVi.-l)N)>oo). 
In general, let 
In a sense, this is an extension of the p-phase regression model to Pn·phase regression. 
(3.3) 
LEMMA 3.5.1 Suppose that in (3.3) @ is a VC-graph class and et a VC-class, and that Pn =o(n /logn), 
then for all 8>0, C >0 
1..logN 2(8,H.i,(@n)c) ~P 0. 
n 
It is now not very satisfactory to force g 0 in a !3n. To take care that g0 is approximately in @n, 
some smoothness assumptions on g 0 are needed. As an example, we consider the case d = 1 in Lemma 
3.5.2. 
LEMMA 3.5.2 Let lo;;;;;pn be a sequence satisfying Pn~oo but Pn=o(n /logn). Let @n be a sequence of 
classes of the form 
p. 
{ ~ g<i)~0~-n,0~>1: g<i) a polynomial of degree m and a~0> ,,;;;;; ... o;;;;;a~·>} 
i=I 
such that U §;, = U {g / (1 + llgll): g E@n} is uniformly square integrable. Suppose that go has s deriva-
n ;;.1 n ;;.1 
tives, s o;;;;;m, with 
suplg~>(x)I ,,;;;;; L, 
x 
then g,, is L 2 -consistent. 
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Appendix 
PROOF OF LEMMA 3.1: Define 
Then 
w(x, 8,p)= _ sup I (g(x, 8))c-(g(x,fJ))c I· 
{IJ:lllJ-IJll.;;p} 
fun w(x,8,p)=O 
P""""O 
1 
for every 8 and H-almost all x. Since (g(x,8))c.;;;;,C for all x, dominated convergence implies that also 
litnllw(.,8,p)ll2 =O. 
P""""O 
Hence for arbitrary 8>0 there exists a finite covering set of 0 by balls with radius P; and centres 8i, 
such that 
llw(.,8;,P;)ll2 < 1/282• 
For all n sufficiently large, also 
llw(.,8;,p;)ll~ <82• 
But then {(g(.,8;))c} is a finite covering set of (§)c with L 2(1Rd,Hn)-norm: 
ll(g(.,8))c-(g(.,8;))clln,,;;;;;, llw(.,8;,P;)lln <8, 
for all ll8-8;ll<p;. 
In the same way, one can construct a finite covering set of~ since the class {ag: ae[O, 1], ge§} also 
satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 3.1. D 
PROOF OF LEMMA 3.2: For a permissible class of sets (:J5i>, 
· ..!_logN 2(8,Hn,lii)) ~P 0 
n 
for all 8>0, if and only if 
..!_logN 00 (Hn,Ci5i)) ~P 0 
n 
2 
(see Remark 2 of Section 2). Define 
( ~;»c ®et> = { (g(i>)c IA <ll : A (i) E ci'!J>, g<i) E ~;> } , 
and note that 
. N2(8,Hn,(~i))c®Cf!.i))..;;; N2(8,Hn,(~i))c)N 00 (Hn,Cf!.i>) 
Since the A (i) are assumed to be disjoint, we have 
[.f g<i)J..4H>l = _f (g(i))clACI>, 1=! c 1=! 
so 
Thus the entropy condition on the (~i))c and Cf!.i) implies the entropy condition on the (§>c. D 
In the proofs of the next lemmas, we show that (1.6) holds by letting the partition of Rd depend on 
the function gE§ under consideration. Throughout, the order symbol l'l(.) holds for n-HXJ. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 3.3.1: For gE§, define k=[C /8] and A(i)={x: i8..;;;(g(x))c<(i+l)8}, for 
i = -(k +I), -k, ... ,k. Take g<i) =i8 and approximate (g)c by ~g<i)1A">. The {A(i)} form a partition of 
i 
IR with T=2(k + 1) elements. Since the A(i) are in a class Cf!.i) of intervals, for which 
N oo(Hn,Cf!.i>) = l'l(n2) 
we have l'l(n 2T) functions of the type ~(i)IA">. Also, 
i 
Thus, 
PROOF OF LEMMA 3.3.2: For the sake of notational simplicity, we restrict ourselves to the cased =2: 
the theory is easily extended to d>2. Let the functions in§ be bounded by C. For gE§, define the 
marginals 
h1(a) = lim g(a,b), 
b->OO 
h 2(b) = lim g(a,b). 
a->oo 
As in Lemma 3.3.l, divide IR into T =2([C / 8]+ 1) intervals [a<i) ,a(i +1>), in such a way that 
h 1(a)-h1 (a(i>)<8 
for a E[a<i) ,a(i + 1>). Similarly, let [bVl,bV +1>), j = 1, ... , T be an interval partition of IR such that 
. h1(b)-h2(b<i>)<8 
for all b E[bV) ,b<i + 1>). 
On A (i,j) =[a<i) ,a<; +1>)x[bV> ,b<i+ 1>), we approximate g by the constant g(i,j) =g(a(il,b<i>). Since§ is 
uniformly bounded, we can approximate the g<i,j) in sup-norm by the T constants [g(i,j) / 8)8. Also, 
for (a, b) EA (i,j) 
0 :s;;; g(a,b)-g(i,j} 
= h1(a)-h1(a(i>) + h1(b)-h 2(bV>) 
- [h 1 (a)-h 1(a(i>)-g(a,bV>)+g(a<i},b(j})] 
- [h 2(b)-h 2(bV>)-g(a,b)+g(a,bV>)] 
:s;;; h1(a)-h1(a(i>) + h1(b)-h2(bV>) < W. 
The sets A (i,j} are in a class (:/;i,j) of rectangles in H2 • For rectangles, we have 
N ooOin,r/:i,j>) = (9(n4), 
3 
so the number of L 00 (H2,Hn)- different partitions is (9(n 47\ For each partition of H2 into A(i,j}, we 
have fJ(Tr2) different functions of the type ~[g(i,j} / 8]81A<•J>. This gives 
i 
To prove Lemma 3.4.1, the technique is (again) to partition Rd into a number of subsets and approxi-
mate (g)c on these subsets by functions from a finite-dimensional vector space. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 3.4.1: Without loss of generality we can assume that H has compact support K. If 
this is not the case, take a K with H(K)> 1-62 / C2 • Then for any g 
ll(glK)c-(g)clln:s;;;C(l -Hn(K))1h~ C(l -H(K))v, <6 almost surely. 
_I_ 
Let {B(i)} be a covering of K by balls with centres x<i} and radius m !(6 / Ln) m+a. The number of 
d 
balls needed is fJ(Ln/6)m+a. Construct from the {B(i}} a partition {A(i}} of K, e.g. take 
A(i)={xEB<i}, xf1.BV>, j<i}. 
Expand g(x) for x EA (i} in a Taylor series around x<i}, 
g(x)=g(i>(x)+R(i}(x), XEA(i}, 
where g<i}(x) is the m-th order Taylor expansion. The Lipschitz condition tells us that 
I R(i)(x) I .s;;;Ln / m ! llx - x<i) llm +a <6. 
Thus we have that 
sup I (g(x))c-(~(g(il(x))clA(l)(x)) I <6. 
x i 
Note that the g(i»s are in a finite-dimensional vector space§, say, for which there are constfllltS A and 
r such that for arbitrary probability measure Q 1 
N1(6,Q,(§)c) :s;;; ACr6-r. 
For each i with Hn(A (i})*O we make the following choice for Q 
Q=Q(i) = Hn. on A(i)_ 
n W(A<1>)' 
This sh?WS that there is .a covering set {g)i>} of (§)c with at most A er 6-r elements, such that for arbi-
trary g<1> E§ there is a gJ,> with 
ll(g(i})clA11' -g)'.>IA<•> II~= J I (g(i>)c-gJ,> I 2dHn 
Au> 
= Hn(A (i>) JI (g(i>)c-g)'.> I 2dQn < Hn(A (i>)62 , Hn(A (i>)*°. 
4 
But then 
ll~(g<i))clA1'1 - ~g}'.>1.4<" II~ 
i i 
~ Hn(A(i)) j I (g(i))c-gJ.> I 2dQn 
i :H,,(A<11)760 
< 02 
and 
ll(g)c - ~gJ.>IA<11 lln 
i 
..;;; ll(g)c- ~(g(i))cl.4<" lln +II~ [ (g(i))c-g}:>] IA(/) lln 
I I . 
< 20. 
Hence, the functions {~gJ.>IA<''} form a 2o-covering set of (§n)c. The number of different functions in 
i 
this covering set is 
19(_!_) m+a 
(9 (ACro-r) a [ - L-'] 
i.e. 
d 
_!_logN 2(0,Hm(§n)c)=e(l_Lnm+a )=o(l). D 
n n 
PROOF OF LEMMA 3.4.2: The penalized least squares estimator i., has 2m continuous derivatives (see 
WAHBA (1984)). We have 
Also 
lg~m>(x)-g~m)(x)I ..;;; j li~m+l)(u)ldu..;;; J~(i,,)llx-xll'h. 
(x,i) 
l[y-i,,11~ + l\~J(i,,)..;;; 11£11~ + l\~J(go), 
which implies that for all n sufficiently large, 
J'h(i,,) ..;;; 2 1~11 +J~(go) 
n 
almost surely. Take 
§n = {g: suplg<m>(x)-g<m>(x)l ..o;;Lnllx-xll~} 
x,x 
with Ln=211£11 /An+J~(go)=o(nmH) and apply Lemma 3.4.1 with a=lh and d=l. D 
PROOF OF LEMMA 3.5.1: Since § is a VC-graph class, we have 
· N2(_!_,Hn,(§)c)..;;; AC [_!_]-r 
Pn Pn 
for some constants A and r. 
Let {gj} be a (o / Pn} covering class of (§)c, such that for arbitrary g<i) E§ there is a gj, E {gj} such 
that 
5 
Then 
p. P. 
II~ {g(i))clA<11 - ~ gj,lA<'l lln 
i=I i=I 
p. 
,,.;;; ~ ll{g(i))c-gj, lln < 8. 
i=I 
For a fixed partition A<I), ... ,A(p·>, there are at most (AC(S/pn)-rf· different functions of the 
p. 
type ~gj,lA<il. Since &is a VC-class, 
i=I 
N 00 (Hmce) = 0(ns) 
for some s ;;;;.o. Thus the number of L 00 (1Rd,Hn)- different partitions is (9(nsp"). The total number of 
p. 
L 00 (1Rd,H,,)- different functions ~ gj,lA(I) is thus 
i=I 
PROOF OF LEMMA 3.5.2: The intervals in IR form a VC-class and the polynomials of degree m form a 
finite- dimensional vector space. Thus, since Pn =o(n /logn), we have for all 8>0, C>O 
1 ~ p 
-logN2(u,Hn,(§n)d ~ 0. 
n 
So the conditions of Corollary 2.1 hold, except that g 0 need not be in §n. Take a compact interval 
[a,b] CIR, with H[a,b ]> 1-11. Without loss of generality, we take [a,b ]=[O, 1-11]. Define 
p. 
A~> =[(i -1) / Pn.i / Pn), i = l, ... ,pn, and go,n = ~g~!nlA<11n with go,n the s-th order Taylor expansion of 
go around (i -1) / Pn· 
Then 
for all n sufficiently large. This yields that 
l[y-i,,lln :s;;;;l[y-go,n lln :s;;;;ll£11n + 311, 
i=I 
and we can proceed as in the proof of Theorem 1.2. D 

